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Right Relationship

 Respectful, responsible and reciprocal relationships 

as the foundation to creating access to culturally 

appropriate systems

 Decolonizing our practice

 Active engagement following local land based 

protocols with Indigenous communities

 Promote the resurgence, revitalization and protection 

of Indigenous knowledges and leadership



Decolonizing our Practice

‘Decolonizing our practice reflects Indigenous 

principles and practices as central to Aboriginal 

health leadership in improving the health status of 

Aboriginal peoples and reconciling colonial 

imposition of structures that largely do not benefit 

the health of Aboriginal communities’ (Kelm, 1998)

Reconciling colonial imposition of structures that largely do 

not benefit the health of Aboriginal communities
.



Right Relationship

 Commit to understanding how we are all implicated in 

the ongoing injustices committed towards Aboriginal 

peoples 

 Explicitly address cultural harm and redress as required 

in International Human Rights instruments. 

 Make space for the interface of decolonization and 

resurgence 

 Leadership from Indigenous knowledge and protocols.



Land as Teacher
“I come from the Musqueam people.  We are the first people of this land. 

In our stories we have been here forever.” 

–Larry Grant, UBC Elder-In-Residence

Chief Ian Campbell (1.5 min) Squamish Nation

Know where you are!



An Example

 What policies support Aboriginal leadership in health 

care, including accessing traditional knowledge keepers 

within multiple systems? 

 Are our polices built from Aboriginal protocols moving 

all of us forward in ‘restoring the connections that 

define Indigenous consciousness and ways of being’ 

(Alfred, 2005, p. 45)



Aboriginal Health Practice Council

 First Nations and Aboriginal leadership in policy 

development

 A methodology for implementing Indigenous community-

based research principles, protocols, and practices central 

in the provision of effective, culturally appropriate 

healthcare.



Aboriginal Health Practice Council

Protocols

Policies

Clinical Guidelines

Culturally Competent Services

First Nations & Aboriginal Perspectives and Practices 

of  Health and Well-Being



The Building of Right Relationship

 Acknowledgement

 Consultations

 Protocols

 Permission

 Representation

 Responsibility



Membership

Co –Chairs

Organizational Staff

Aboriginal Organizational 

Partnerships

Aboriginal Community



Right Relationship

Principles of Engagement

•Ceremony

•Aboriginal Sovereign Rights

•Land Based Protocols

•Cultural Heart

•Indigenous Pedagogy

•Aboriginal Leadership

•Reciprocal Sharing



Aboriginal Health Practice Council

“We believe in Aboriginal self governance and self 
determination in health care and we honour traditional 
wisdoms and practices.  We will work to provide the 
inclusion and availability of traditional practice within all 
communities including mainstream health care systems 
while strongly advocating for and safeguarding cultural 
practices.  We commit to act as cultural diplomats to both 
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal health care providers, 
globally and locally, and will uphold Aboriginal traditional 
values of respect, integrity, wellness, caring, and 
reciprocity.”



Work Plan

•Vision

•Education/Training

•Competencies 

•Protocols/Policies

•We seek on-going consultation with Aboriginal communities on how 

Aboriginal cultural values and beliefs can inform health care service 

delivery for Aboriginal people



Improved 

health and 

health 

access for 

Aboriginal 

peoples

Cultural Services Model

Literature review on existing 

Health care practices 

supporting traditional 

practitioners 

Gatherings with traditional 

practitioners, Aboriginal Leads 

(Health Authorities, Universities 

etc)

Collaboration on Ethical 

Framework

Policy and Protocol 

Development
Establish best practices frameworks

Regional admin polices and protocols: 

Cultural competency

Sacred spaces

Aboriginal Patient’s Rights:

Access to and protection of traditional 

practitioners

Access to ‘organic matter, placenta etc

crucial ‘times for ceremony’

Aboriginal Health Practice Council 

Planning Priorities
December, 2010

Data/Research

review of existing VCH Sacred 

spaces and any supportive 

protocols/guidelines

Review of  programming 

supporting Traditional Practices

Review of reports, articles, 

documents and Service 

evaluations 

Education

Sustainable cultural Competency 

plan

Development of Brochures 

establish Data Base of 

Information- Resources

Website Created

Cultural Competency Forums

Meetings, presentations to general 

community, other Health 

Authorities



Education

• ICC Brochures, Videos

• Gatherings and Forums Forums

• In-service workshops



Policies and Protocols

• Aboriginal Leadership in Health Care

• Acknowledging First Nations Traditional Territories

• Ceremonial Use of Tobacco and Smudging Medicines

• Working in Respectful Partnership with Aboriginal 

Elders

• Sacred Space in Health Care Facilities

• Access to Aboriginal Traditional Practitioners



Cultivating the Heart

 Decolonizing our Hearts, 

 Creating our own emotional competencies

 Understanding Aboriginal values in 

community interaction

 Understanding the collective and seeing 

ourselves as part of the whole



Decolonizing our Hearts, 



The Heart Code



Zeno 

was one of the first Europeans to 

struggle with the relationship 

between the mental and emotional 

realms 

that represent the two 

fundamental capacities of 

human existence: knowing and 

loving



Plotinius (Platonic tradition) 

What soul  could contain Evil unless by 

contact with the lower kind. (sorrow, rage

Fear)



Aristotle

From their tendency to follow

their emotions they (students)

will not study the subject to

purpose or profit



Descartes
But what then am I? 

A thing which 

thinks



John Locke

 Amerindians are inferior 

to Englishmen… 

primarily because their 

reason has not yet been 

developed to the same 

extent … 

 Savages, idiots, and 

children all have a 

diminished sense of 

understanding. 



Haig-Brown

Their education must consist 

not merely of the training of 

the mind, 

but of a weaning from the 

habits and feelings of their 

ancestors (1998, p. 25)



Creating our own 

Emotional 

Competencies



How do we Regain Emotional Maturity

Twin Processes of Emotional Competency

Healing the Hurt

Developing Emotional Skills and 

Competencies



Loving

Intelligence

CooperationEnergy

Qualities of a 
Natural 

Human Being

Healing the Hurt

Flexible 
Intelligence



How do we discharge toxicity

 Talking

 Laughing

 Crying 

 Yelling

 Shaking

 Dancing/Singing

 But not rehearsing the Hurt



How is the Hurt Expressed

 Anger 

 Fear 

 Grief

 Jealousy

 Physical Pain

 Internalized oppression 



Emotional Competency  

Is the skill of understanding 

and managing your emotions and also 

understanding the emotions of those 

around you

The ability to chose the emotion that most 

supports your life, potential and what you can 

become.



Emotional Competency 

 Ability to identify emotions 

 Ability to communicate emotions in 

constructive ways: Develop an emotional 

vocabulary

 Understand that emotions become values 



Emotional Competency 

 Take responsibility for emotions 

 Organize emotions around hope and fear

 Develop Emotional skills



Emotional Mechanics 

Speed 

Size 

 Intensity

Choice



Emotional skills

 Validation

 Kindness

 Forgiveness

 Thankfulness

 Emotional Responsibility

 Empathy

 Facilitation 



Understanding Aboriginal values 

in community interaction

Understanding the collective and 

seeing ourselves as part of the 

whole



Relationship

Respect

Caring

Cooperation

Harmony

Spirituality

Modesty

Time

ToleranceDiscipline

Non-interference Silence

Patience

Generosity

Pragmatism

Learning through Observation

Peacefulness



Self-Det.

Emotion

Learning Energy

Mental
Values

Spiritual

Values

Physical

Values

Body 
Awareness

Self-Concept

Self-Image

Self-
Esteem

Emotional Competency

Emotional

Values

Learning

Identity

Will



xw’ ci’ c̓əsəm ct “Our place of growing”
xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Musqueam) First Nation

We respect our relationship with the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm

(Musqueam) community for sharing their lands, 

language and teachings and acknowledge that our 

place of growing continues in their unceded and 

occupied territories.



CRUW 



Medicine Collective

 Intergenerational reconnecting to the land initiatives: Reclamation of plant 

and food as medicines. 

 We acknowledge the Coast Salish peoples of these lands: Musqueam, 

Squamish, Tsleil Waututh. 

 The work of survivance that the ones who went to Residential Schools and 

the generations before will continue to benefit the future generations -despite 

the 'dark times' in our shared histories- we are inspired to reconnect and 

restore relationships to lands and peoples that live onTurtle Island.

 The Medicine Collective members aim to continue to be good relatives and 

many programs and land based Indigenous initiatives have shared in the 

making of this 'good medicine':



Medicine Collective



Aboriginal Health Vancouver Coastal

Traditional Healer’s Gathering

Companion Document

Tradition Medicine Brochure

Working in Respectful Partnership with 

Elders

http://aboriginalhealth.vch.ca/working-
together/cultural-competency/

http://aboriginalhealth.vch.ca/working-together/cultural-competency/


Going Forward: What’s Needed?

• How can we effectively position our work to 

contribute to the restoration of sustainable 

Indigenous relationships to lands and health care 

education? 

• How can our everyday acts inform a decolonizing 

leadership process?


